and it is doubtful that even its author foresaw its enduring legacy. 4 It is for this very reason that its first chapter offers such a useful example of a general tendency in the discipline of Scottish history to define aspects of Scottish society and culture in terms of ethnicity. Yet few scholars have turned their attentions to the questions of why ethnicity is such a fundamental factor in Scottish history and how this disposition for ethnic explanations became so entrenched in the first place. What makes features like social structures and religious cults Celtic or non-Celtic at all? 5 Furthermore, why is the medieval history of Scotland so often boiled down to a dualistic tension between two ethnic groups?
All signs point to the nineteenth century as the crucible of this Scottish brand of ethnic dualism. That era saw the emergence of Scottish history as a popular and valued subject of inquiry, largely thanks to Sir Walter Scott and his brainchild the Bannatyne Club, and its many imitators, which paved the way for the professional and systematic publication of historical documents by organisations like the Scottish History Society, and resulted in the release of a few highly influential, positivist narratives by the likes of Patrick Fraser Tytler and Peter Hume Brown. 6 The nineteenth century was the setting for the formation of the modern discipline of history, in Scotland as across Europe, a process which Patrick Geary has described as 'conceived and developed as an instrument of modern nationalism'. Some readers may be dismayed at Geary's evoking the spectre of 'a toxic waste dump, filled with the poison of ethnic nationalism'. Few, however, would dispute the assertion that ethnicity (or race) and nationality were issues of importance to nineteenth-century writers, that they harboured very clear assumptions about these topics, and that their views were inculcated in the works of history they produced. 7 Certainly, as Susan Reynolds observed, 'medieval historians today do not always seem to realize how many of their assumptions derive from arguments put forward by lawyers, historians, and political writers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries whose preoccupations were totally different from those of anyone in the middle ages'. 8 
I: Ethnic historiography in the long nineteenth century
The corpus of Scottish history produced between the last quarter of the eighteenth century to the first quarter of the twentieth is saturated with
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issues of race. The output of this antiquarian tradition can be described as whiggish, progressive, narrative history, with a strong ethnographical component. To nineteenth-century antiquarians, and many others besides, progress was inextricably linked to race. Over the course of the first half of the nineteenth century the 'great chain of being', polygenist anthropology, and the idea that shape of the skull explained social and cultural differences, resulted in the widely accepted belief that races were gradated hierarchically, and that their position could be ascertained from social traits. 9 The most civilized race was assumed to be the highest on the ladder. The combination of these influences with the prevalent stereotypes (promoted by Anglo-Saxonism) of Teutonic industry, libertarianism and moderation, as defined against Celtic indolence, sentimentality and laziness, would provide the long-lasting overriding scheme for the conception of Scottish medieval history. 10 In the nineteenth century, the concept that races were 'full ethnic packages' was so natural, internalized, and taken for granted that modern methods of government, religion, habits of dress, language, and customs were routinely used as evidence for belonging to a particular racial group. Nancy Stepan has argued that '[s]o important was the reality of types and the permanence of the racial 'packages' upon which identification of the type depended …', it was assumed that '[i]f a trait in human beings were shown to be changeable, then it could not be a racial trait '. 11 These assumptions are seen time and again in Scottish historiography. For example, Duncan Keith wrote in 1886, 'Scots…display all that is Celtic in manners, customs, language and literature[: i]f they are of Teutonic descent they have never shown the distinguishing characteristics of that race'. 12 These characteristics were generally viewed as the outward signs of innate differences in these people as human beings. As James Grant put it in 1828, ' [i]nventions of art, discoveries of science, legislative regulations, institutions moral, religious, and political, as they are the fruits of the investigation and experience of ages, they form the test of improvement; they ought regularly to grow out of the genius and spirit of a people, and then they may properly be said to determine the national character'. 13 Due to this belief that the racial history of a nation
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9 The 'great chain of being' was the idea that all living things were gradated along a continuous ladder. Phrenology held that individual personality traits could be 'read' based on the dimensions of the head, and was popular in the first quarter of the eighteenth century, influencing craniology-the systematic, anthropological study of skull shapes and sizes. Craniology combined factors of phrenology and comparative anatomy and was at its apex in the third quarter of the eighteenth century. 14 Because races were held to be universal, existing more or less the same for centuries, history could be used, like hair colour or folk tales, as evidence for the racial identification of peoples. Antiquarians saw the racial identification of Scotland as crucial, as exhibited in Keith's poetic opinion:
The subject is important; it involves the question, whether Scotsmen are of the race which produced poets, historians, and philosophers worthy to rank with the illustrious dead of Greece and Rome, and whose language and literature are worldwide? Or are they of that race which for centuries has not been able to preserve an independent existence, whose scanty literature is unintelligible to anyone but a Celt, and even then useless, whose language is a sickly plant, which droops and dies away from its own soil? 15 To Teutonists, it was vital for Scotland to be proved Teutonic, so that Scots would be seen in a positive and progressive light. Arch-Teutonist John Pinkerton (1758-1826) and his followers John Jamieson (1759-1838) and Malcolm Laing (1762-1818) vehemently criticized the romantic Celticness of the Ossian craze. 16 The dominance of the racialist paradigm is most strikingly demonstrated by the Celtists' acceptance of stereotypical Celtic traits. Rather than argue that Celts had the same strengths as Teutons, Celtist scholars conceded that Teutons were superior in areas of industry. Celtists had two main concerns. First, they had to establish that Scotland possessed a Celtic past. Second, they claimed that typical Celtic characteristics, which corresponded generally with Romanticist notions of Nature opposed to Industry, were positive attributes. Consequently, Celtists like the advocate James Grant (?1743-1835), William Forbes Skene (1809-92), Robert Macfarlan (1734-1804) and Patrick Graham (d. 1835) defended the authenticity of Macpherson's Ossian. 17 Furthermore, it must be stressed that both sides took for granted that races were 'ethnic packages' replete with physical and social traits.
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Medieval Scotland became the battleground upon which this issue would be decided. The Teutonist/ Celtist debate that pervaded narrative history was almost certainly the single most important theoretical problem in nineteenth-century Scottish historiography. Crucial to the struggle was the 'Pictish Question': were the Picts Teutonic or Celtic? John Pinkerton, in his Enquiry into the History of Scotland preceding the Reign of Malcolm III (1789, 2nd edn 1814), argued for a Gothic or Teutonic derivation. Based on Bede's assignation of Scythian origins, Pinkerton, who had argued that the Scythians and Goths were the same people in 1787, here posited that the Picts were Goths who had come from Norway. 18 He backed this view up with ethnological comparisons between Pictish society and other Gothic tribes. 19 Moreover, Pinkerton claimed that the Northern Britons, Caledonians and Picts were one and the same people, none of whom were Celtic. 20 He upheld the Dalriadic Scots as Goths who had been 'contaminated with a Celtic mixture in Ireland'. 21 Thus, Pinkerton set up a wholly Teutonic structure for Scotland with the original Gothic Picts, Britons and Gothic/ Celtic Scots being joined later by the fully Teutonic Saxons, Norse and Normans. Indeed, he managed to remove the Celtic element so far back in history that 'no account of real Celtic manners, or language, can be recovered', adding that 'the ancient Celts must have been mere savages'. 22 Pinkerton's confident assertions about the Picts and Dalriadic Scots failed to endure. However, 'the line taken by Pinkerton [i.e., on the Picts] was widely influential within the higher ranks of British physical anthropology'. 23 Other authors devoted space to the Pictish Question, weighing the sources against each other. John Hill Burton (1809-81) and R. G. Latham (1812-88) seem to have been unable to come to conclusive answers, with Latham merely stating that 'the commonest doctrine' was a Celtic, rather than Germanic, assignation. 24 Patrick Fraser Tytler (1791-1849), perhaps wisely, avoided the whole topic by beginning his narrative history with the reign of Alexander III. 25 This temporal division between a Celtic era and a Teutonic, feudal, or Norman epoch reflected a radical periodization shift, cutting the Scottish middle ages into two halves, which would have lasting effects. Even the staunchest Celtists embraced this racially determined construct of periodization. Skene accepted that Scotland was 'composed of several distinct races, partly of Teutonic and partly of Celtic origin, forming a people of very mixed descent, in which the Teutonic element was gradually predominating more and more over the Celtic'.
37
The general framework of Scottish history adopted this linking of progress and race, and Celtists and Teutonists alike accepted the proposition. Even more moderate authors upheld the notion that progress and civilisation in Scottish history were to be equated with the Normans. Hill Burton cites the feudal system, stronger monarchy, use of coinage, written records, and well-developed royal administration as Norman influences. 38 Apparently only John Mackintosh, a harsh critic of Chalmers, Hill Burton and redacteur extraordinaire Cosmo Innes, doubted the perception of the Normans as the 'veritable originators of Scottish civilisation'. In Mackintosh's opinion, 'Several historians have boldly asserted that Scotland owes all her civilisation to these Normans and Saxon nobles, adding, by way of evidence, that the Celts never showed any disposition to follow an industrious occupation or to congregate in towns'. 39 The debate had cooled enough by 1920, however, so that James Mackinnon was able to note a tendency among historians to 'contrast [Celtic] institutions with those introduced under Norman or Anglo-Norman influence…'.
40
Closely related to the issue of 'Normanisation' was the way in which antiquarians treated the expansion of monarchical power in the twelfth 42 In the first volume of his tripartite opus Celtic Scotland (1876-80), Skene depicted the epoch of 1093 to 1286 as a succession of Celtic 'insurrections', 'rebellions' and 'revolts' against the power of 'Normanizing kings'. 43 Dynastic disputes led by cadet branches of the royal family were characterized as native efforts to return Scotland to its Celtic past and described as 'the fitful struggles of her Celtic subjects to resist the power which was gradually but surely working out this process of incorporation…'. 44 Moreover, Skene described the expansion of monarchical control in terms of repression of native Celtic populations, citing the 'subjection' of Galloway (1160), Caithness (1196), and Argyll (1222) as well as the 'plantation' of Moray (1160). 45 In 1887, the Duke of Argyll (George Douglas Campbell, 1823-1900) expanded on this last event, claiming that 'one of the kings of this period-Malcolm the Fourth-drove out the Celts from the rich province of Moray, and resettled it with the mixed races of the south'.
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Celtists criticized the 'prejudiced view taken of the Celtic population by late historians', yet worked within the paradigm of racialist progress.
47
Whereas the Teutonists focused on the industrious achievements of the Normans, Celtists like Skene augmented their depiction of Celtic struggle against change by casting light on the failure and end of the old Celtic institutions. This tendency should be viewed in the context of popular romantic notions of Celtic twilight. For Skene, the decline of Celtic society was played out in the political, social, and religious arenas. David I (1124-53) purposely 'feudalized' the 'Celtic earldoms', which to Skene were based on kin rather than territory. 48 essentially the marriage by immigrant knights into local power structures became the break-up of traditional Celtic tribes. 50 Skene adopted the same stance in regard to the small territorial units called thanages, which he depicted as 'ancient Celtic tenures' that 'gave way before the advancing feudalism'. 51 The language Skene utilized is telling: words like extinction, suppression, termination and failure crop up repeatedly. This tone reflects the racialist, progressivist paradigm that encouraged the perception of one race superseding another.
Nineteenth-and early-twentieth-century scholars generally applied the same assumptions to their study of religion in the Scottish kingdom. Celtists upheld the early purity and excellence of the Celtic Church and highlighted its reputation for learning. To Skene, 'the early Celtic Church … must have been a powerful agent in civilising the people'.
52 By the twelfth century, however, the native church was suffering from decay and corruption, and 'their ruined buildings and reduced establishment fell into the hands of laymen'. 53 To John Dowden (1840 Dowden ( -1910 , 'the Celtic Church in Scotland had fallen into degenerate ways', 54 and the 'decadent Celtic clergy were incapable of seriously stemming the inflowing tide' of Anglo-Norman influence. 55 The saintly Queen Margaret (d. 1093) was seen as the archetypal reformer, of whom Skene opined, 'there is perhaps no more beautiful character recorded in history'. 56 In the religious sphere, Margaret served the same function that her husband Malcolm III occupied in the political arena, separating two distinct historical periods. For Skene, Margaret's reforms were followed by the 'failure of the Celtic Church' in Brechin, Dunblane and Dunkeld and the 'suppression of Keledei' (céli Dé or Culdees) in St. Andrews and other locations. The establishment of new bishoprics marked the final transition from a monastic to an episcopal system. Furthermore, Skene believed that Scottish kings purposely introduced 'Roman' monastic orders to 'assimilate the native church to that of Rome'. 57 Robert S. Rait, the first Professor of Scottish History at the University of Glasgow (1913-30), went as far as to claim that 'in the reign of David I the Culdees were finally crushed'. 58 Medievalist scholars, in addition to reflecting racialist and progressivist assumptions in their study of the Celtic church, were affected by long-standing religious debates. Presbyterian authors had long held the Celtic clergy, usually lumped together as Culdees, to be primitive and pure, and to have resembled the Presbyterian church, thus setting up an ancient historical antecedant. 59 60 Despite being an Episcopalian himself, Skene perpetuated Presbyterian tendencies, highlighting the importance of the 'presbyter-abbot' in the Celtic Church, while pointing out the relative unimportance of the bishop. 61 John Dowden, a medievalist scholar and bishop of Edinburgh, sought to fight these Presbyterian claims by asserting that there were bishops in early Scotland and that the 'Presbyterian myth' was based on an historical error by John of Fordun. 62 Some scholars, particularly those who worked extensively on the primary sources and dealt with detailed and specific problems, like Cosmo Innes, and those who came from a different area or class, such as E. W. Robertson (1815-74), were not wholly convinced by this orthodoxy. As Cosmo Innes wrote in 1872, 'it is too much the fashion to draw a marked line between the Celtic and Teutonic peoples'. 63 The entire community of historians and antiquaries, however, who were a small, close-knit group pertaining to a particular (upper bourgeois) social class, shared certain basic beliefs. First, it was generally accepted that 'Celt' and 'Teuton' were valid terms for historical inquiry. The Duke of Argyll discussed the 'high but very special civilisation of the early Scoto-Irish Celts', 64 and the 'true Celtic spirit' 65 in his Scotland as it was and as it is (1887). In Argyll's estimation, however, the early Celtic civilization spent all its energy on the Christian conversion, and subsequently accepted the 'more civilised Feudalism of the Anglo-Normans'. 66 Even sceptics of the racial emphasis, like E. W. Robertson , voiced their criticism in a manner that reflects these universal assumptions. In his magnum opus of 1862, Robertson treated with caution the easy differentiation between Celts and Teutons, remarking that ancient writers found the two groups 'remarkably alike'. 67 Robertson did not challenge the current ethnic stereotypes, but instead offered alternative explanations for the Celts' (supposed) modern characteristics, such as geography and intermixture with other races.
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Second, all parties accepted the idea that a significant periodization shift occurred with the reign of Malcolm III and St. Margaret, and that the subsequent period was qualitatively different from the previous (Celtic) epoch. From this system of periodization stems the tendency to draw antitheses. Dowden posited a 'transition from Celtic to Anglo-Norman methods of procedure'. 68 The strict division between 1 0
Celtic and Teutonic or Norman institutions was encouraged by the notion of a new historical period, which gave definition and simplicity to changes occurring across the board at that time. David MacGibbon and Thomas Ross, for example, discussed a 'transition from Celtic to Norman Architecture'. 69 The periodization shift also allowed for lasts and firsts. For example, Dowden was only one of a long series to mention 'the last of the distinctively Celtic bishops of St. Andrews'.
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Over the course of the second half of the nineteenth century, changes took place in race science, which, if anything, intensified the racialist orientation of medieval Scottish history. A Swedish anatomist, Anders Retzius, focused scholarly attention on racial variations within Europe, introducing the 'cephalic index' in 1844. This allowed anthropologists to make racial distinctions based on head shape. 71 Edinburgh anatomist Robert Knox, author of The Races of Man (1850), furthered the movement's popularity in Britain.
72 By the 1880's, scholars considered craniology the most advanced method for conducting racial enquiry as opposed to the previously preferred methods of comparative philology and ethnology. 73 Around the same time, Aryan (Indo-European) philology had ascertained the relationship of Celtic, Germanic (or Teutonic) and Romance languages, which lent new confidence to the Celtist camp.
74 Both sides of the debate, however, were influenced by the 'anatomical turn' in anthropology. Skene wrote in 1876, '[The Celts] are the people of the round-headed skulls', and compared a fair-skinned brown-haired race to a large-limbed, red-haired race.
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In 1893, the Committee of the British Association for the Advancement of Science sent out a call for help in a field survey of Britain. The Committee's board members included John Beddoe, who had focused the comparative-anatomical approach on British peoples in 1885, and Francis Galton, the cousin of Charles Darwin who had introduced eugenics in 1883. Also on the board were members of the Society of Antiquaries for Scotland, Joseph Anderson and J. Romilly Allen, and a prominent Oxford Celticist, John Rhys. The survey sought to record '1) physical types of the inhabitants; 2) current traditions and beliefs; 3) peculiarities of dialect; 4) monuments and other remains of ancient culture; 5) historical evidence as to continuity of race'. 76 These guidelines illustrate the extent to which anthropologists still assumed races were 'complete ethnic packages' whose characteristics in the present, ranging from skull shape to superstitions, could inform scholars about historical peoples, based on the assumption that races were believed to be unchanging. Nevertheless, the more data anthropologists collected, the more they realised that 'pure races' no longer existed in Europe due to 'intermixing'.
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Instead, they believed they could sort out the results of this 'hybridisation' through careful scientific research. The ethnographic survey was meant to detect the sort of minutiae that would allow the racial 'types' of Britain to be discovered.
The scholars who were involved on both sides of the Teutonist/ Celtist debate were the founding fathers of the modern discipline of medieval Scottish history. This work sought to place 'Celtic Scotland' on the same rigid academic footing as had been achieved with the country's non-Celtic past, by examining contemporary texts and analysing philological and ethnographic material in an attempt to achieve a cogent narrative of the primarily Gaelic side of Scotland's medieval history. Celtic Scotland, it could be said, finally undid the damage of the Ossian scandal and the Pictish debate, and made Celtic studies reputable again. In Alexander Macbain's opinion, ' [t]he Celts of Scotland … owe Dr. Skene a debt of gratitude, for he was the first to draw their early history out of the slough into which it had got, and to make it respectable…'; 'he made writers of Scottish history devote fuller attention to the Celtic side of Scottish affairs'. 83 His work was still controversial in the 1960s, provoking one particularly harsh comparison to Chalmers' Caledonia; however, even that critical review referred to Celtic Scotland as 'his still unsuperseded magnum opus'. 84 The field of Scottish medieval history saw the release of important primary sources in the period between 1870 and 1950, primarily by Alan Orr Anderson, David Easson, William Croft Dickinson, and A. C. Lawrie. There were no major ideological shifts in the historiography during this period, however, and it was Skene's Celtic Scotland, above all, that continued lighting the way for new scholars. 85 In the words of Geoffrey Barrow, '[s]ince Skene it has been impossible for serious historians to ignore the importance of the Celtic element in medieval Scottish society'. 86 Barrow's response to Skene was ambivalent, however. Bemoaning the 'sharply drawn simplicities' of an earlier time, Barrow criticised the easily-drawn 'sharp division' between 'Saxon' and 'Celtic'. For Skene it was
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'never the twain shall meet'; conversely, for Barrow, the evidence was 'more complex than he [Skene] allowed it to be'. 87 Barrow's more nuanced approach was evident from the outset of his career, particularly in his early work on 'The cathedral chapter of St Andrews and the culdees in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries' (1952), which pointed out that the céli Dé, far from being systematically destroyed by the reforming foreign bishops, instead underwent a very gradual transformation which culminated in their reconstitution as a collegiate church. 88 At the same time, however, Barrow sought to lift Scottish medieval history out of the parochial kailyard and deposit it firmly on the familiar ground of feudalism and Anglo-Norman studies. In 1956, Barrow released a book with the title Feudal Britain, a title presumably inspired by J. H. Round's Feudal England (1895). In it, Barrow re-affirmed Scotland's role within a broader Anglo-Norman world, making it relevant again. The spectrum of Scottish history was changed dramatically. Alongside Celtic Scotland, there now was Feudal Britain and The Anglo-Norman Era in Scottish History (1980) . 89 The most significant break from the past that was evident in the work of Barrow, Duncan and their followers, was a shift to a more sophisticated approach on 'full ethnic packages'-the unquestioned assumption that with race came an automatic range of traits centred on language, law and customs. This sea change should not be taken for granted or underestimated. R. L. Graeme Ritchie, professor of French at the University of Birmingham from 1919-46, penned the first-ever study solely devoted to the role of the Normans in Scotland, which was published in 1954. 90 His study marked an important advance in scholarship; nevertheless, Ritchie wrote about the Normans as though their stereotypes were natural attributes. For example, he referred to 'historic Norman qualities', 'qualities like military ardour … skill in horsecraft … zeal for religious and social reform, strict regard for legality, a genius for organization, a feeling for ceremony and symbol'. 91 In contrast, the works of Barrow and Duncan, bolstered by accompanying advances in charter scholarship, abandoned much of this old baggage. In large part, Barrow shifted the focus from supposed inherent cultural characteristics of peoples (e.g., Norman efficiency), preferring instead to concentrate on institutions and structures, like feudalism. Furthermore, Barrow's analysis was detailed and heterogeneous; in 1965 he claimed that '[n]ot only do all continental incomers get lumped together as Norman-many of them were not-the impression is also given that all these 'Normans' poured into Scotland at the same time … almost overnight'. 92 Duncan, on the other hand, largely ignored the ethnic arguments in his magisterial survey entitled Scotland: The Making of the Kingdom (1975) , deciding instead to concentrate on individuals rather than groups, and with a level of detail hitherto unseen in Scottish narrative histories. For example, despite the title of chapter 6, 'Celt, Saxon and Norman, 1058-1124', Duncan grappled with this decisive era by avoiding ethnic terminology and disagreeing with many of the accepted interpretations of milestone events in the supposed Celtic/ Saxon + Norman conflict. Duncan held that St Margaret 'supported and encouraged native devotion to native saints, and was little concerned with innovation in monastic life in Scotland'. 93 Similarly, he maintained that Margaret, Edgar and Alexander 'sought to influence, perhaps even to modify, but not to revolutionise'.
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II: Social science, ethnicity and the medievalists' response
Another major change in ways of thinking was going on in the sixties and seventies in other areas of academia which would affect greatly the way medievalists conceived of their period of study. In the 1960s and 70s, a debate raged over the question of race, with primordialists claiming that races were unchanging human categories, and modernists asserting that racial groups were malleable. As support in the 'hard sciences' for the biological model of race fell away, a consensus was formed, based on the modernist position. 95 Most sociologists would now agree to a definition in which races (or ethnic groups; the terms are very similar) are (a) 'socially constructed', i.e. actively defined by people, and (b) 'historically contingent', i.e., that they could change in response to social and cultural factors. In other words, people can define themselves or be defined by others as a racial or ethnic group. Such groups tend to define themselves based on a common belief in shared biological descent (though these beliefs can be changeable), as well as appearance, language, law, customs, and national identity. These concepts spread rapidly to the humanities. The most striking thesis to emerge from this interaction was that relating to the modernity of ethnic nationalism. According to this view, modern nation-states necessitated the co-identification and convergence of ethnic and national identities; this had only become 83-190. possible in the wake of such seismic cultural shifts as the advent of mass print-culture, the Industrial revolution and Enlightenment philosophy. 96 The implication that nations as such did not exist has drawn criticism from premodernist scholars. 97 For medievalists, discussions about ethnicity are irrevocably entangled with the attempt to understand the origins of nationalism. 98 Susan Reynolds advanced her own critique of the modernist position, asserting that ethnicity and polity could converge in the Middle Ages, but in the form of medieval regna rather than modern nations. 99 Moreover, sociologists have drawn a distinction between ethnic and civic nations. 100 Similarly, Patrick Geary has argued that the existence of constitutional peoples in antiquity, as defined by law and allegiance, as opposed to biological peoples, based on descent, custom, and geography, underwrote a civilisation/ barbarity dualism. 101 Robert Bartlett has demonstrated that medieval attitudes were characterised by a great deal of diversity, and that thinkers were able to support either multiethnic polities or single-ethnicity states. 102 Furthermore, academics agree that individuals living in the Middle Ages saw themselves as peoples or races, with myths of common descent, and that affinities in language, social custom and physical appearance were the natural consequence. 103 The story, however, does not end there; as Bartlett has shown, 'medieval terminology may have allowed a biological or genetic construal of race, but it also allowed a picture of races as changing cultural communities'. 104 Unsurprisingly, the critique of medieval ethnicity has led to a re-examination of many of the ethnic terms that academics use. Most relevant to Scotland has been the raging debate over 'Celticity'. 105 A deeper
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understanding of the way that 'Celt', a word rescued from Antiquity by Renaissance luminaries like George Buchanan (1506-82), has emerged from this scholarly attention. 106 While it is possible to talk about a shared Gaelic culture reaching from Buchan to Bantry Bay, it is also now clear that Gaelic and Britonnic (i.e. Welsh) societies saw themselves as distinct, and sometimes antagonistically so. 107 Furthermore, any pan-Gaelicism itself must be balanced against the understanding that peoples like the Galwegians, men of Moray and men of Argyll seem to have seen themselves as distinct gentes, despite being all Gaels. 108 In any event, the idea that the Irish and Scottish Gaels, along with the Welsh and Cornish, should be thought of as 'Celtic' evolved over the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, based largely on linguistic grounds. 109 Patrick Sims-Williams, claiming that 'self-conscious Celtic solidarity cannot be traced back beyond the modern period', dismisses the usual counter-arguments with ease; alliances of Scots, Irish and Welsh leaders were based primarily on 'common grievance against the English'. 110 Yet the ideas evoked by Celticism are powerful and resilient; indeed, some might say, the romantic spirit of Ossian is alive and well. 'For good or ill the Celtic label is now well established and no amount of futile flytings between archaeologists, linguists and historians will change that fact': so wrote Ted Cowan in a recent volume. 111 Indeed, the stature of 'things Celtic', real or imagined, in popular culture today is mind-boggling: a search of amazon.com for books on the topic of 'Celts' reveals over 12,000 results! 112 The word still has the power to fire the popular imagination, and points to the central dilemma of the Scottish
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historian: how to reconcile the legacy of Scott and the romantic movement with the methods, practices and concerns of history in today's world. Indeed, the words 'Celt' and 'Celtic' seem to crop up more often in the titles of books and articles nowadays rather than playing a substantive role in the text. 113 One suspects that many authors of popular history and historical fiction lose much less sleep over this problem than academics; nevertheless, it is tempting to see works like Barrow's embrace of Celticity in the introduction to Robert Bruce as a deft attempt to meet curious young minds half-way.
The situation today with the terms 'Teutonic' or 'Germanic' could not be more different: outside of philology, this terminology became much less fashionable after the Second World War. Yet much of the baggage of Teutonism surely survives in its representative peoples, most significantly the Normans. Normanni as a medieval gens or populus is not, of course, anachronistic, and its ethnic identity has long been studied. 114 Medieval Normanitas, however, was a narrower concept than that used by many modern Scottish writers, who had a tendency in the past to cast as Norman virtually anything from south of the English Channel. Recent authors have favoured a modern term which refers to the culture specific to French-speaking knights in Britain. 115 Yet there is no evidence that 'Anglo-Norman' would have meant anything much to contemporaries, and John Gillingham has argued cogently that English identity was a more meaningful concept by the mid-twelfth century than the anachronistic 'Anglo-Norman'. 116 It is difficult, however, to know how to replace the phrase. As early as 1965, Barrow commented on the variegated nature of Scottish immigration, pointing especially to the Flemish influx, and characterised Malcolm IV and William I as members of a 'Frankish aristocracy'. 117 More recently, Dauvit Broun has referred to 'Anglo-French' acculturation, which is more accurate, yet still a modern construct. 118 Whatever the solution to this dilemma, it is clear that Franci is the term favoured in surviving Scottish royal charters, 119 as well as in chronicles of English and Irish provenance when referring to Scotland. 120 The last decade has seen a revival of interest in studying ethnicity for its own sake. A spotlight was thrown on the topic in 1993 when Rees Davies began a series of presidential addresses to the Royal Historical Society on the peoples of medieval Britain. 121 In Scotland, a growing awareness of what has been called the 'strategic and situational' elements in ethnic identity has led to new studies on how individuals sought to shape views for political or personal gain. 122 Bartlett has pointed out the divergence in depictions of Scotland's 'ethnicity' between Robert and Edward Bruce on the one hand and John of Fordun on the other. identity. 125 Surviving documents of an overtly ethnographic nature tend to highlight the kings, and much of the work so far has been done in the context of the 'origins' of a Scottish national identity. 126 Despite the difficulties of source material, one hopes that future academics may be able to tease out aristocratic and religious perspectives on the process of ethnic identification from contemporary chronicles, charters and saints' lives and other texts. Alex Woolf's recent (unpublished) paper on 'The Scottish Identity of the Kingdom of Alba', which examines the ninthand tenth-century transformation of Pictish and Scottish ethnic identity by analysing works like the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, the Chronicle of the Kings of Alba and the Life of St Cathroe, may point to future possibilities. 127 The importance of these studies cannot be underestimated, for they bring us closer to understanding how contemporary attitudes to ethnic identity worked on the ground.
III: The surviving structures of ethnic dualism
Thanks to the Barrow/ Duncan revolution in Scottish history, coupled with the social scientists' critique on race, no historian writing today would seriously profess the belief that Celtic and Teutonic peoples developed distinct societies based upon the physical and mental characteristics inherent to their 'races'. Occasionally a writer may employ language like 'native stock' or 'intermarriage'; indeed, one even characterised the latter as 'accommodation and cooperation between races'. 128 Furthermore, while the use of anachronistic terminology is problematic, simply substituting one word with another does nothing to advance our understanding. It must be encouraging that academics have begun to investigate seriously the strategies and situations behind ethnic identification. Yet the history of medieval Scotland was founded on the misleading theories and uncritical assumptions of the nineteenth century: despite the significant advances of Barrow and his contemporaries, the conceptual framework underpinning the structure of Scottish medieval history remains unsound. The nineteenth-century debate between Teutonists and Celtists has allowed a kind of ethnic dualism to emerge and crystalise, along with its many attendant prejudices.
Perhaps the most immediately obvious carry-over from the nineteenth century has been a scheme of periodisation, in which the marriage of Malcolm III and St Margaret (ca. 1070) augured the main trend of the next two centuries: the wedding of Gaelic Scotland with English and Norman civilisation. The concept of a new royal house beginning with Malcolm III has become a deep-rooted convention in Scottish history. For example, Michael Lynch's Scotland: A New History includes a chapter entitled 'The MacMalcolm Dynasty'. 129 The concept, however, has no bearing on the contemporary experience of the late eleventh century. The supposed accession of the 'Canmores', whose very name is now under question, was arguably the result of political spin based on the infusion of Wessex royal blood brought by Margaret combined with the later changes to kingship initiated by David I and his grandsons. 130 Nevertheless, the notion of a Canmore dynasty continues to structure new books on the Scottish monarchy. 131 The division of the royal line that ruled Scotland from ca 840 to 1286 at this point in the late eleventh century is a result of nineteenth-century desires to separate the backward, conservative 'Celtic' kingship of the 'House of Alpin' from the more civilised, enlightened, european monarchy of the 'House of Canmore', and it is a concept which deserves proper examination.
The tendency to draw a line somewhere around 1100 has encouraged writers to make simple distinctions between the earlier, Celtic, period and the later, Norman, era.
132 Ideas about what is old and what is new are enmeshed in a binary opposition, creating a watershed that forces historical trends to flow into either a Celtic or a Norman reservoir. 'Celticness' in this context is associated with the (often ancient) past, with tradition, and is generally described in terms of survival, tenacity, stubbornness, and related concepts. For example, to return to Robert Bruce, Barrow writes that 'many … pieces of Celtic conservatism survived north of Forth and in the south-west'. 133 Much of Barrow's work exhibits a laudable inclination to aim for a sense of balance between Celtic and Anglo-Norman themes. 134 Barrow continued these themes in his work of two decades later, in which he explored the evidence for a 'Lost Gàidhealtachd' in lowland Scotia, which he evocatively termed 'the fossil record'. 135 One wonders whether the Anglo-Norman Scotland of knights, tournaments and castles is any less 'lost' today. In many ways, Duncan's views augmented and supported those presented by Barrow, occasionally turning phrases such as 'zones of true Celtic survival'. 136 The real danger of these assumptions is that anything Gaelic or native is liable to be interpreted as ancient, backward and unresponsive to social change. For example, the inauguration of Alexander III has long been viewed as 'custom already very ancient in 1249'. 137 Recent research, however, has argued the existence of innovations in the ceremony which had evolved in response to specific political concerns. 138 The periodisation that is maintained through this opposition of old and new still underlies a tendency to separate 'early medieval Scotland' from 'feudal Scotland' in current textbooks. 139 The supposedly Celtic and Norman influences in medieval Scottish society are generally seen as mutually exclusive. The most evocative image of their interaction is the coin. Geoffrey Barrow, exhibiting a characteristic striving for balance, depicted Gaelic society as 'the other side of the coin' to the new Anglo-Norman world. 140 A coin is a two-dimensional symbol, one which sums up satisfactorily the ethnic dualism which still holds sway today. As in any binary opposition, what is Celtic (or Gaelic or native) is defined against what is Norman (or Anglo-French or European) and vice versa. Just as the periodisation scheme inherited from the nineteenth century encourages assumptions about Celtic conservatism and backwardness, so this ethnic dualism propogates progressivist-racialist views on the Normans as the harbingers of civilisation and modernity. At times, the definition of 'Normanness' could be based more on an outward-looking, reform-minded attitude rather than geography or ethnic identity. For example, Marinell Ash's study of the diocese of St Andrews, although a major landmark in the discipline, nevertheless exemplified this common tendency. Ash defined 'Norman' bishops as those who 'were foreign-born or trained and who brought to their diocese a concern to bring it into conformity with the practices of the western church'. 141 It is a half century since Ritchie claimed that '[t]he lines on which Scotland has developed as a civilized country were laid down once and for all before the death of King David in 1153, and these lines were Norman'. 142 While few would put it so bluntly today, it remains for Scottish historians to confront the implications of this legacy.
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On the reverse side of the coin there exists the Skenian notion of a fierce Celtic resistance to Norman modernisation, albeit one inevitably doomed to failure. 143 Current scholars follow Skene in their portrayal of a centralising Scots monarchy as anti-Celtic, and their depiction of dynastic opposition as cultural warfare; and, as in Skene's work, 1094 and 1160 are banner years. Donald III Bán, that 'incorrigible old Celt', has been held up as the leader of a '"Celtic" or native reaction' after the deaths of Malcolm III and St Margaret. 144 Likewise, the 1160 'rebellion of the earls' at Perth has been touted as another instance of anti-monarchical Celtic resistance, which R. A. McDonald depicted as 'reticence toward newfangled ways'. 145 Not all scholars have viewed antimonarchical struggles as Celtic conservatism: Duncan wrote, 'they may not be accounted simply as a "Celtic reaction" for the armies which the king sent against them were equally Celtic'. 146 Indeed, McDonald has elevated the topic to a leitmotif, and in several works has constructed a framework, heavily influenced by Skene's views, which sets up individuals like Fergus of Galloway, Somerled of Argyll and the MacWilliams as part of a sustained native opposition to the Normanising Canmore monarchs. 147 Historians have tended to fall into the trap of ethnic dualism in particular in four specific areas: law, kingship, lordship and religion. On these topics, the tendency to define Celtic and Anglo-Norman trends against each other has allowed frameworks set up on pairs of opposites to propogate. For example, Scottish legal historians have drawn a clear distinction between 'Celtic law', with elements such as cáin and coinnmed/ conveth, 'Scottish' or common army service, and the breitheamh (Latin judex), and 'Anglo-Norman law', with traits such as brieves, sheriffs and
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2 3 archiepiscopal anointment. Historians have focused on Alexander III (1249-86) as Celtic, based upon the participation of a Gaelic-speaking bard or ollamh ríg in a 1249 inauguration ceremony that has been portrayed as traditional, archaic, anachronistic and ritualized. 156 Barrow, however, wrote about the 'consciously "European" monarchy of Alexander III'. 157 Thus, Alexander III has been portrayed as the embodiment of both 'Celtic tradition of immemorial antiquity' as well as European culture. 158 Ethnic terminology is arguably confusing rather than illuminating the conversation on kingship.
Even more than kingship, territorial lordship is frequently described in ethnic language. In Scotia, the kingdom's heartland, the mormaers or earls are often seen as Celtic, native and conservative. Barrow, for example, characterised the earls as 'a remarkable example of Celtic survival' and referred to their 'tenacious conservatism'. 159 Furthermore, this trend belies a strong Skenian influence, allowing for phrases like 'the Celtic earl of Buchan' and the 'Celtic enclave' of Strathearn. 160 Unfortunately, studies of the earldoms are centred on the interplay between native and feudal influences, which draws attention away from where it is needed: addressing the question of what role mormaers or earls played in the contemporary society of that time, and interpreting any changes that occurred in terms of the exercise of power. At the same time, regions on the 'periphery', like Galloway and the Western Isles, are sometimes described as Celtic. 161 What these studies lack is an explanation why these western regions, which were irrevocably transformed by centuries of Norse influence, should be considered more Celtic than the east. Perhaps more than in any other area, eschewing the ethnic baggage holds the potential for fruitful new interpretations of lordship in medieval Scotland. 162 
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heralding one of the great themes of the 1990s-one which served to underpin the optimism of devolution. 168 Likewise, academic historians began to acknowledge more than ever before (although in a more pedestrian tone) the multiethnicity of the Scottish kingdom. At one point in the twelfth century, it would seem, the kingdom encompassed speakers of Gaelic, English, Welsh, Norse, French, Flemish and Latin. In the light of this new vantage-point, it seems strange that a peculiar dualistic model still seems to hold sway in so many ways. The kingdom of the Scots in the central medieval period existed as a mixture of diverse influences, but it was also a distinct and functioning entity in its own right. The contemporary evidence shows that Scottish society was no two-sided coin. Perhaps we can now decide to let the penny drop.
